**College Credit Plus**

**Educator Pathway**

**1 FIRST YEAR**
- **Fall**
  - ENGL 104 – College Writing I (Full Year)
    - DE, OC
- **Spring**
  - ENGL 150 – Literature Appreciation
    - DE, OC

**2 SECOND YEAR**
- **Fall**
  - ENGL 106 – Full Year College Writing II
    - DE, OC
- **Spring**
  - MATH 138 – (C2) College Algebra
    - DE, OC

**3 THIRD YEAR**
- **Fall**
  - EDUC 161 – Teaching as a Profession
    - DE, OC or online
- **Spring**
  - SPED 134 – Inclusion and Collaboration for Educators
    - DE, OC or online

**4 FOURTH YEAR**
- **Fall**
  - EDUC 265 – Growth and Development: Theory into Practice
    - DE, OC or online
- **Spring**
  - EDUC 310 – Technology Integration: Instructional Strategies
    - DE, OC or online

**RECOMMENDED ADDITIONAL COURSES OFFERED**

- BIOL 102 – (C1) Intro to Biological Sciences
  - DE, OC
- HIST 110 – (C3) History of the U.S. to 1865
  - DE, OC
- COMM 110 – (O1) Principles of Speech
  - DE, OC
- ENGL 202 – (O2) Writing and Literature
  - OC and online
- CSCI 150 – (O3) Digital Literacy for the Liberal Arts
  - OC and online
- EDUC 151 – (R1) Ethnicity
  - OC
- BIOL 180 – (R2) Oceanus
  - DE, OC

*DE Dual Enrollment at the high school, OC on campus or online through UF with a UF professor

**LEARN MORE AT WWW.FINDLAY.EDU/CCP**